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kirtland in 1857 this map defines the lowland area the flats
around the east branch of the chagrin river note the markings
indicating the higher elevation to the north and south of the river
newel K whitney built his ashery designated by the red rectangle
in the flats next to the brook that the ashery is marked on this 1854
map nearly twenty years after the saints left demonstrates the ashery
and lake counofgeauga
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was still a viable business at that time map geauga
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the kirtland flats ashery
benjamin C pykles

effecting a recent resurgence of interest in one of its most important
reflecting
historic spaces the church of jesus christ of latter day saints is currently restoring a number of historic structures in kirtland ohio including buildings in the lowland area known as kirtland flats fig i 1 these
buildings are part of a major restoration plan designed to significantly
increase the quantity and quality of historical interpretation at the site by
introducing visitors to the major doctrinal and historical developments of
the church during the seven years its followers resided in kirtland

R

1831 1838

one of the buildings being restored

the ashery where ashes from
hardwood trees were used to make an alkali important to many industries
selected for restoration because of its significance to the early economic
programs of the church and its association with prominent church
members the ashery will help tell the story of the latter day saints in kirtland overlooked by most casual readers of the doctrine and covenants
the kirtland ashery is mentioned in a revelation given to joseph smith in
spring 1834
is

and again let my servant newel

K whitney have appointed unto
for his stewardship for
the lot on which the ashery is situated

him
a blessing upon him and his seed after him for the benefit of the mercantile establishment of my order which 1I have established for my stake
in the land of kirtland dac
402
d&c 10439 40

that this obscure industrial building of the nineteenth century is included
in canonical text alludes to its significance for the church and its history
unfortunately until now the role of the ashery in this history has been
largely ignored 3
BYU studies 41 no i 2002
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without question the ashery played an important role in the efforts
made by the latter day saints to build the kingdom of god while in kirtland however to thoroughly understand the significance of the kirtland
flats ashery it is first necessary to understand the industrial processes
involved in an ashery complex as well as the history of the industry

this study therefore

will rely on historical data to illustrate the significance of the ashery industry to early american enterprise then having
established a historical framework in which to place the kirtland flats ashery the importance of this structure to the church and the community will
be discussed in more detail

A brief history of the american potash industry

an ashery was a place where an alkali

called potash was produced 4 in
chemical terms potash is simply a form of potassium hydroxide KOH 5 it
was made from the ashes of hardwood trees ashes were generated in a
wood burning kiln or collected from local settlers the ashes were then
beached with water and the resultant highly caustic lye was drained off
leached
subsequently the lye was boiled down or evaporated in iron kettles resulting in a blackened residue known as black salts lastly the salts were subcaul drons until they fused into a continuous
ected to intense heat in large cauldrons
jected
acted
molten mass which when cooled became a solid grayish pink substance
potash could be further refined in a specialized oven to produce a product
lash
pearlash
known as pearlish
pear
historically potash was an important element in the manufacture of
alum saltpeter soap glass tanned leather gunpowder paper bleached
cotton textiles and various woolen goods 6 in modern times potash is
mined from the beds of ancient evaporated seas and continues to be essential in these and other industries 7 because of its value in these industries
it has been produced to varying degrees of success since the very beginnings of the american economy
america first entered the potash scene one year after members of the
london company founded jamestown in 1608 eight skilled poles and
germans were sent to the new colony with instructions to produce among
other things soap ashes which were shipped to england where they
were converted into the precious alkali 8 further developments came in
1631 in connection with the construction of the first colonial sawmill near
portsmouth new hampshire potash was explicitly listed as a byproduct
by
product
of the operation a few years later
in time colonial governments began to encourage the production of
potash realizing that the profits could be lucrative 9 south carolina led the
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way with their attempts to produce the commodity in 17071711 and 1712
however due to inadequate resources having softwood instead of hardwood trees all three undertakings failed 10 the same was not true for the
new england colonies which boasted thick forests of hardwood trees
massachusetts was the first to initiate government
govern ment sponsored efforts to
produce the commodity in the north connecticut and other colonies
soon followed when compared to the attempts made by the south these
northern enterprises experienced moderate success however when compared to the amount of alkalis or baltic ashes 11 exported from russia
naples and eastern european countries the contributions of the colonies
were insignificant one manufacturer asserted that the meager production
was due to difficulties in shipping adding that there was an insufficient
quantity of skilled workmen and supplies for his operation to function
properly 12 more truthful perhaps in explaining the poor results is that these
early colonists facilities were expensive to build and operated inefficiently
fortunately for the colonists the economic conditions accompanying the beginning of the industrial revolution in great britain coupled
with the simplification of the potash manufacture process created an
atmosphere that inaugurated a boom in the american potash industry
table i one scholar has noted in the fifteen years before the revolution
the american potash industry rose from insignificance to become the
13 so
1113
market13
principal supplier of the british market
great was britain s industrial
need for alkalis that all duties were removed from colonial imports at the
same time the production of potash shifted to the frontier As homesteaders realized the manufacturing process could be simplified by using equipment common to any frontier home the wooded land that had to be
Ash
cleared for farming acquired new significance 14 asherites
eries began to spring
asheries
up in every frontier town some individuals made potash their entire
business buying up ashes from other settlers to supplement their own

FABLE
rable 1

rons
pearlish
Pear lash imported into great britain 1760 1811
ons of potash and pearlash
1

g

total imports
from N america
from N america
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ili american potash manufacture before the
statistics for years 1760 1800 are adapted from william roberts III
american revolution proceedings of the american philosophical society 116 no 5 1972 390 those for
1806 to 1811 are taken from T C barker and others the origins of the synthetic alkali industry in britain
163
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frequently however it was the local merchant who found it profitable to
add an ashery to his enterprise using ashes he generated along with those
he took in trade to supply the manufacturing process 15
thus potash or any of its less refined forms such as black salts or
untreated raw ashes became a literal cash staple of the american frontier
homesteaders being limited in ways to make money were provided the
financial means by which they could subsist during the first few years of
settlement moreover the simplification of the manufacturing process
allowed hundreds of individuals to contribute to the industry thereby supplying the market with enough alkali to satisfy britain s great demands
for obvious reasons american potash production and exportation
severely declined with the onset of the revolutionary war nonetheless
britain again depended heavily on american potash for its supply of alkalis after the war in fact in the years following the war american potash
exportation to britain reached unprecedented levels 16
state government officials from the newly created united states of
america were quick to take advantage of the profitable market some
viewed it as a fortuitous opportunity to overcome the postwar financial
instability from which they were suffering 17 thus potash production on
american soil began to be encouraged like never before american innovation soon became apparent indeed in 1790 samuel hopkins a resident of
philadelphia obtained the first ever US patent issued for an improvelash 18 another significant
pearlish
pear
ment in the manufacture of potash and pearlash
milestone was reached in 1807 when american potash production
exceeded one million dollars in total revenue
just when output reached that mark the embargo act was passed
banning american ships from foreign trade needless to say the embargo
critically damaged the american potash industry 19 some manufacturers
of potash managed to survive by smuggling their potash into canada from
whence it was shipped to england when the embargo was finally repealed
in 1809 potash exports value surpassed one and one half million dollars
the highest to date one scholar has attributed these figures to the anxiety
felt by manufacturers to increase shipments before a threatening restric20
tion of commerce 1120
it was only a few years later that the war of 1812 posed another constraint on the potash industry naturally potash production and exporta
exports
tion significantly decreased during this time but similar to the events that
sky rocketed immeditook place after the revolutionary war the industry skyrocketed
ately following the war approaching the two million dollar mark
the next decade witnessed what some economic historians have recognized as the beginning of the end for the american potash industry in
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manufacturers in britain initiated large scale production of synthetic
soda using the leblanc method which had been developed over thirty
years earlier in france 21 although this new technology satisfied much of
the demand for alkalis in the industrial realm it did not altogether obliterate the need for vegetable based alkalis in fact even though overall exports
to britain declined after 1825 american produced potash retained its signific
nificant
ant role in the british chemical industry because of its high caustic
content and low contamination by any of the sodium salts I
properties
which simplified the processes of conversion to a wide variety of special
22
salts 1122
alternative alkalis from europe and russia could not boast such
properties and therefore were the first to decrease in significance 23
contributing to the survival of the potash industry was the fact that as
the demand for synthetic soda rose so did its price thus potash being the
21 moreover
less expensive of the two was substituted wherever possible 24
the growing new england textile industry began to provide greater
demand for american potash thereby compensating for some of what was
lost in overseas business 25 in fact it was not only the new england textile
industry that was experiencing growth but the entire region and all of its
enterprises the industrial revolution had made its way across the atlantic
and was now pumping change and development into the united states
of particular significance to potash manufacturers and other industries was the construction of the erie canal see fig 13 completed in 1825
the canal provided easy and affordable access to the profitable markets
on the eastern seaboard indeed the first eastbound freight on the erie
26
canal was divided about equally between potash wheat and whiskey 1126
advancements in transportation contributed for a time to the continued
success of the american potash industry
ironically advancements in transportation eventually led to the
demise of the american potash trade As railroads and canals made it easier and cheaper to transport commodities that were previously too bulky
or expensive to freight frontier settlers were able to expend their energies
and resources in producing heavier goods that commanded higher
prices 27 instead of burning forests for potash the trees were cut for lumber cleared land was no longer simply farmed for one s subsistence but
utilized for large scale agricultural and livestock programs essentially
new transportation networks connected people and places in such a way
that venues of commerce previously limited to specific geographical areas
became lucrative multiregional
multi regional enterprises these new connections
coupled with the advent of synthetic alkalis such as soda reduced the
once thriving american potash industry to a type of specialized craft of
minor importance
1823

1

1
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of course

there were those who continued faithfully in the old tradition supplying the natural alkalis to a specific niche in the american economy yet even that production came to an end when the first massive
deposit of mineral potash was discovered in germany in 1861 these newfound naturally occurring alkalis the remnants of ancient evaporated seas
completely eliminated the industry of manufacturing potash from wood
ashes since then potash mines have been opened up in canada england
and numerous other locations today mined minerals supply the entire
globe with the alkalis necessary for fertilizers and the essential operations
1128
28
of metallurgy electroplating and photography 3128
to name but a few uses
asheries in which the industry has its roots have become little known
the asherites
relics of the past

the ashery in kirtland
with an overview of the american potash industry in place it is possible
to view in context the role the alkali played in the community of kirtland
and in particular within the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
background the city of kirtland is located near the shores of lake
erie in the midst of the densely wooded hills of northeastern ohio 29 originally the area was part of the connecticut western reserve through it
runs the east branch of the chagrin river a substantial source of water
power that made the area especially appealing to early settlers the city was
named after turhand
terhand kirtland a purchasing agent for the connecticut
land company who with another agent joshua stow was given the
responsibility in the late ipos of surveying the land on which the city now
resides it was this joshua stow who in 1811 traded land in kirtland for a
farm in massachusetts the owner of that farm christopher crary who
arrived in kirtland later that year became one of the city s first permanent
settlers others soon followed and in a relatively short period of time kirtland developed into a substantial village in fact as late as 1830 kirtland
boasted a population 1018 equal to that of cleveland 1075
i 075 30
1075
one of those settlers who chose kirtland as their home was newel K
whitney whitney was a young veteran of the war of 1812 who had developed some business interests in the years following the conflict he had
spent some time in wisconsin trading with the indians but by 1822 whitney arrived in kirtland 31
1822 soon after his arrival whitney purchased sixty
on september 551822
five hundredths of an acre from peter french 32 this property was located
near the brook that runs through the flood plain or flats of the east
branch of the chagrin river eventually emptying into the same it was on
this piece of land that whitney built his ashery on the same day french
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lite
lire
tire
RE subscriber will pay cashy
casby and lie
CASH
highest prices for wheat rye corn and
pork and salm
saim
scutsoflye
of lye delivered at his store
in kirtland

he also takes

this method to inform all persons indebted tu
to him either by note or book actlie
he first
ild
count that unless payment is made
wade by ile
of february next they will be indiscriminately
prosecuted as he is determined to effect a setei
oi his outstanding debts
lieoient of
tlement
N K WHITNEY
jan
jan141824
14
1824
141824
3 27
newel K whitney s advertisement in the paines
ville telegraph january 14
1824 this ad is the first evi141824
dence of whitney s involvement in the potash industry
FIG 2

leased whitney the rights to some of the water from a natural spring on the
hill south of the flats region 33 this contract granted whitney the privilege of conveying said water on a direct line to any part of the lot of
ground he had purchased from french that same day
it is difficult to say exactly when the ashery was built nonetheless it is
clear that by 1824 whitney had a mercantile establishment in kirtland and
an interest in the potash industry at a later time whitney and algernon
sidney gilbert were partners in the store on january 14 whitney
solicited in the local newspaper that the highest prices would be paid in
cash for salts of lye and other goods that were delivered at his store
fig 2 this suggests that the ashery was built and in operation by this time
orson hyde states when winter came on I1 went into gilbert and
whitney s store again under moderate wages and continued there until
the spring then in 1827 business being rather slack in the store 1I went to
1134
34
work for the same parties making pot and pearl ashes 3134
that whitney a
frontier merchant would supplement his store with a complex in which he
could produce potash was very common for the time hardwood ashes
played a critical role in any frontier economy and it was the mercantilist
who often managed their circulation
for the merchant the potash trade provided an opportunity to pro
duce a highly sought after commodity from an abundant supply of naturally occurring resources for many settlers it provided a source of income
for the first few years of settlement when their primary task was to clear the
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land on which they would later farm 35 hence in exchange for their hardwood ashes whitney would give his customers the goods they needed or
desired 36 he would then convert the ashes into the profitable alkali with
the cash and goods he received from its sale or trade whitney s store would
be replenished it was an economic cycle perfectly suited for the frontier
and whitney was not the only one taking advantage of it in geauga
geaugh
county in which kirtland was located alone there were at least three
asherites and eight additional mercantile establishments involved in
other asheries
the industry at the same time whitneys
Whit neys ashery was in operation 37
whitneyt
because of the minimal information known about whitney s ashery it
is only possible to reasonably speculate about its appearance nineteenth
ash
eries exhibited considerable variation in design and con
asheries
construe
construc
struc
century asherites
tion ranging from simple to complex however each ashery had certain
essential components including a storage area for ashes andor wood a
number of leaching vats and a boiling area a simple ashery required a roof
but may have lacked walls fig 3 some sophisticated operations included
an oven in which the alkalis could be further refined fig 4 38
the original ashery structure in kirtland was probably simple however there is good evidence that the kirtland ashery was modified over
19
Ne
verthe
time eventually evolving into a more sophisticated structure 39
neverthe
nevertie
less every ashery whether simple or complex required relatively few
resources to successfully operate furthermore the small community of

ashery of simple construction complete with storage area for ashes
leaching vats and boiling area from dominique marie doyon la fabrication de la
sp6cialement
specia lement Aa saint francois de beauce les archives de defolklore
po
tasse au canada et specialement
potasse
potassa
folklore
quebec presses de luniversit6
1universite laval 1949 35 used by permission
FIG 3 A typical
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setting for potash production in the early 18oos
i8oos living on what was then part
of north america s frontier
residents of kirtland could
obtain all four of the essential resources needed to
operate a successful ashery
of that day
V
04
hardwood of great
R
cm
importance were the wood
resources found locally As
noted above good potash
could be derived only from
the ashes of hardwood
trees those ashes containing a much greater percent- FIG 4 an example of a more sophisticated and
age of natural salts than complex ashery from antome
antoine laurent lavoisier
those of any softwood the art of manufacturing alkaline salts and
potasher
plate 11
17852
17855
Pot ashes philadelphia ap
II
np 17851
species one tradesman s potashes
figure 2
guide noted in the northern middle and western
states where a great proportion of the timber is beech maple and elm
1140
40 located in the midst of the dense
great quantities of ashes are obtained 3340
vegetation typical of the great lakes region kirtland had an abundant supply
of such hardwood trees natural hardwood resources would duly supply a
local ashery with a quantity of ashes from which to make potash
during the nineteenth century wood ashes for potash were produced
in three predominate ways first during the early spring and late summer
wooded land was cleared for farming the felled trees were left in the fields
to dry all summer long in the fall wood that was not needed as lumber for
construction was burned A certain degree of variation existed between
individuals regarding how to properly burn the vegetation nevertheless it
was important that great care be taken so that as little adulteration took
place as possible that is the more foreign material such as dirt and rocks
present in the final ashes the poorer quality of potash the ashes would
produce and hence the less money paid in exchange fig 5 one observer
gives this description of the burning process
once the trees both large and small cut into lengths of from ten to

M

a
al

eleven feet had been stacked upon each other in order to form piles about
seven to eight feet high and from ten to twelve feet wide mixed with bushes
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E

ashes ashes

I1

DWARD BREWSTER will pay 8 cents
EDWARD
per bushel for house and 5 cents for field
Prout ys ashery in
ashes delivered at varney proutys
bedecs ashery in menbebecs
concord or at alvaro bebees
redi
teed prices
at redt
reduced
tor in goods ai
april 30
aprii30
painesville
ville telegraph april 301825
Paines
advertisement for ashes from the gainesville
notice the difference in price between field and house ashes notice also that
asherites
ash eries in geauga
ashes were to be delivered at either of two asheries
geaugh county
FIG 5

and brush and bits of wood of all sorts all that was left to do was light the fire
then when the fire had consumed most of this enormous heap a second and
sometimes even a third step was taken by gathering all the remains of the huge
trunks that the initial fire had not completely consumed as well as the charcoal the wood shavings and in other words anything that could still burn
and increase the amount of ashes that could be gathered
lastpart
part of
this last
the work
required the greatest care and they could not stop before the
work was finished because the least amount of rain falling on the ashes had
the effect of destroying a large part of their value 41

the entire burning process could take
once

as long as a week to complete
finished however the resulting immense pile of ashes was scooped

up into baskets or wagons to be carted off to the ashery or local mercantile
establishment where they were exchanged for cash or other goods 42 if the
gatherer did not have a wagon he could fashion a backpack like box from
bark and roots in which he would carry the ashes to the ashery 43 once at
the ashery the ashes were heaped up in large but simple storehouses that
would protect them from the rain
the second way ashes for potash were produced was by burning wood
44
man44
ash man
in domestic stoves and dearths
hs A person known as an ashman
heart
gathered
hearths
these types of ashes in exchange for cash or other needed commodities
men were collectors acting as independent
although it is possible that ash
ashmen
middlemen between the homes of the community and the ashery itself it
is equally likely that they would have been employed by the owner of the
local ashery remembering such events in connection with the ashery on
the flats one kirtland citizen reminisced there was an ashery on that
creek where they did a thriving business making potash they sent out
teams all over the country gathering up the ashes only paying a few cents
1145
45
per bushel 3145
burning wood in a kiln was the third way that ash for potash was proasherites
ash eries had their own
duced in the nineteenth century apparently some asheries
kiln these klins have been described as being usually a small building laid
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up with stone sometimes no larger than six by ten feet with an opening
near the top to stoke the wood which was fired on a grade and a hole
46
underneath to rake out the ashes 1146
the klins were built to generate a more
pure less adulterated ash by providing an enclosed environment in which
wood could be burned although it is not entirely clear whether or not
whitney s ashery utilized a kiln of this kind there is some evidence indicating that wood was being consumed at the ashery site early settler
christopher G crary recounts an incident when he paid whitney with
wood at his ashery 47 for goods he had acquired from whitney s store it is
pearlish
possible that an oven utilized to make pearlash
pear lash also generated ashes that
were used to manufacture potash
water supply A productive ashery also needed an adequate supply of
water water s primary purpose was to leach the ashes in the early ninebeached with water either in an ash hopper or a
teenth century ashes were leached
48 fig 6 an ash
leach barrel48
hopper was an inverted pyramidal container
barre 148
barrel
barrei
constructed from common lumber 49 the opening at its top was a few
square feet in dimension and the receptacles sides narrowed to a small
opening at the bottom that emptied into a length of pipe made from a hollowed log
A leach barrel on the other hand was no more than a bottomless barrel normally situated on some type of leach stone or lie stone 50 in
which a circular groove was chiseled securing the barrel s position A narrow channel was also carved in the stone extending from the circular

wf

nineteenth century ash hopper left and leach barrel drawings made
by and taken from eric sloane the seasons of america past new york wilfred funk
1958105
FIG 6 A typical
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groove to the stone s edge and
served as a gutter through
which the liquid lye could
drain some of these repositories could hold between sixty
and seventy gallons of material 51 the number of leaching
vats an ashery possessed depended on the size of the complex and the ambition of its FIG 7 wood piping or pump logs commonly used to convey water to an ashery
operators
from dominique marie doyon la fabricaalthough it varied over tion de la potasse
specia lement
sp6cialement
po tasse au canada et specialement
potassa
time and according to place the a saint francois
franois de beauce les archives de
leaching process was rather folklore quebec presses de 1universite
luniversit6
simple in the bottom of the ash laval 1949 38 used by permission
hopper or leach barrel was
placed a network of small sticks and a layer of straw several inches thick
which served as a sieve and ensured that no large pieces of ash material
would seep through the vessel was then filled with wood ashes packed
down for maximum capacity sometimes a measure of wet lime was added
to increase the causticity of the resultant lye 52 A few inches of open space
near the top of the receptacle was reserved to hold the several buckets of
water that were poured over the compressed wood ash at timely intervals
each time filling the container to its brim 53 one woman noted sometimes it took all day for water to run through and come out at the bot54
tom 1154
the resulting amber fluid that percolated out through the lower
orifice was caught in a smaller container that sat underneath either of the
larger receptacles this was the potent potassium lye that was to become
the treasured potash if not satisfactorily strong the first run off of lye
could be poured again over the same ashes or over a fresh batch thus
increasing its causticity the ashes on the other hand although now deficient of most of their potassium and other natural salts could be sold used
for fertilizer or simply discarded 55
because water was an essential ingredient in the manufacturing of
asheries
ash
eries were located near a convenient water source one
potash most asherites
late nineteenth century account speaks of water being brought in from a
nearby well through long wooden piping made from hollowed out trees
fig 7 56 A different description mentions twelve to eighteen of these
leach tubs placed in a line over which a trough is placed and a hole with
1157
57
a plug in each over every tub 0157
the ashery at kirtland flats was placed on
the south bank of a brook that emptied into the east branch of the chagrin
1

k
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river a seemingly appropriate location it is not clear however if newel K
whitney ever used the water from the brook to leach the ashes in his ashery more likely he used the water from a natural spring on the hill to the
south of the ashery whitney leased the rights to this water from peter
1822 the same day he purchased the ashery propfrench on september 551822
erty from french why he did not use the water from the brook remains a
mystery but it could have been due to the facility of running water downhill to his ashery rather than bringing it up from the brook
from a deed dated february 8 1853 we learn that similar conditions
prevailed several years after the latter day saints left kirtland in it isaac
sherman and wife then owners of the ashery sold daniel bliss a piece of
land and the rights to keep an open ditch on the west end of said ashery
58
Sher mans were
to brook for the purpose of a trail race 1158
however the shermans
sherians
explicit in reserving the privilege of laying pump logs and the privilege of
water from said ditch for the use of our ashery 599 since pump logs are
logs suitably bored or hollowed out for making a pump or for a water
60 it is clear that even as late as
pipe 1160
1853 the kirtland flats ashery was
drawing on sources other than the brook itself for its supply of water
potash kettle one scholar has argued that the commercial success of
ash eries was dependent on the reliability
those frontier establishments asherites
asheries
and long life of their one major facility the cast iron pot ash kettle 61 in
the northeastern united states these kettles were normally a simple bowl
with diameters ranging between forty two and fifty four inches As they
were cast in iron one to one and one quarter inches thick an ordinary
potash kettle weighed somewhere between four hundred and
one thousand pounds fig 8 62
because of their size potash
kettles were seven to ten times
more expensive than other cast
iron ware making the manufacture of potash a specialized

industry 63 the most important
step in the manufacturing
process took place within these
kettles

64

in a sector of the ashery
sometimes referred to as the
boiling camp the kettle was
mounted approximately two feet
above the ground on a circular

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol41/iss1/7

cross section of a typical bowl shaped
cast iron potash kettle from harry miller
potash from wood ashes frontier technology in canada and the united states
technology and culture 21 no 2 1980 191
igi
igl
reprinted by permission of the johns hopkins university press 0 society for the history of technology
FIG 8
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support known as an arch
made of brick or stone under
which a substantial fire could be
maintained on one side there
was an opening at ground level
through which the fire was
stoked on the opposite side
there was a smaller opening that
served as a vent and provided a
cross draft for the fire once po- FIG 9 examples of ladles commonly used in
from
leached from the manufacture of potash
tassium lye was beached
dominique marie doyon la fabrication de
the ashes as described above the la potasse
specia lement Aa saint
po tasse au canada et specialement
sp6cialement
potassa
amber liquid was poured into francois
franois de beauce les archives de folklore
quebec presses de 1universite
luniversit6 laval 1949
the kettle where it was boiled
down to a dark syrupy residue 38 used by permission
known as black salts salts of
lye or simply salts undoubtedly mixed in with the salts were bits of charcoal soil and other polluting
material left over from the burning and leaching processes the salts at this
caul drons called
point were ladled fig 9 into a number of nearby smaller cauldrons
coolers which sometimes hung from a wooden frame above the boiling
area by hinged arms able to swing to and from the larger potash kettle 65
in reality this initial step of the boiling process did not have to be done
ash eries salts could be produced in a
in the expensive potash kettles of the asherites
asheries
kettle of any size or shape for this reason settlers would often produce
salts themselves and sell or exchange them to the ashery or merchant one
man involved in a potash operation noted our people have got into the
way of making up their own ashes into salts in the kettles they get to make
sugar in and they find they turn their labor as well as their ashes into
1166
66
another contemporary observed
money so there is no getting their ashes yogg
very few of the settlers have an ashery as it is called in which the whole
process of making either pot or pearl ash is performed they usually sell
the black salts to the storekeepers
neighbour hood who complete the
store keepers in their neighbourhood
1167
67
process of the manufacture 1367
thus in the nineteenth century newspapers we see advertisements for
ashes as well as advertisements soliciting domestically produced salts see
figs 2 and 10
io 68 it is interesting to note that in many of these ads the merchants were willing to pay a part cash for the salts whereas for other
commodities only the highest price in goods would be paid 69
after several days of incessant lye boiling enough salts to fill the
potash kettle had been produced the next and most important step was to
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heat the kettle to a temperature of red heat usually around 1000 F
which caused the salts to fuse into a boiling molten mass in order to maintain the temperature necessary for the scorching the fire beneath had to be
continuously fed from the piles of wood gathered beforehand it took
between two and four hours of constant heat and boiling until the pollutand the bubbles
offand
erupted from every point
offard
ing material had burned off
on the liquids surface
this was the sign that the potash was
70
cooked 1170
during this cooking phase a crust of thick foam that formed
over the surface of the liquid
was skimmed off periodiBAWYBB
cally if the bubbles of the
&
boiling mass were not able
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sudden ruptures by the following day the potash had
solidified into an extremely
hard gray mass the mass
was then broken up into
chunks with an ax revealing
its pinkish interior fig 11
ii
the chunks were then tightly
packed into large wooden
barrels and shipped to the
markets of the east coast or
great britain to be sold 74 in
order to preserve its causticity
FIG 11
ii chunks of potash produced by the and therefore its use as an
author following the process described herein
industrial alkali the potash
photo by benjamin C pykles
was sometimes tightly packed
in crushed lime 75 this causticity posed a formidable threat to those handling the solidified potash
although the potash was cooled it could still scorch the skin especially
when the skin was moist with perspiration 76 workers took precaution by
wearing long sleeved clothing aprons and long mitts while preparing and
packing the potent alkali 77
while a large and expensive kettle was neeeded to manufacture potash
in the manner described here and thus only an ashery could complete the
process a less refined version of the alkali could be produced by any settler
owning a basic kettle this less refined version of potash was commonly
called pearlash
pearlish
pear lash confusingly this was not the same product also known as
pearlash
pearlish
pear lash that was a highly refined alkali produced in more sophisticated
ashery operations numerous advertisements in a local newspaper suggest
that ordinary settlers were producing the alkali in its various forms that
local mercantile establishments were distinguishing between pot pearl
10 it is difficult to say howashes & salts of lye is clearly seen in figure io
ever exactly how these distinctions were made several historians have
mistaken the raw pearlish
pearlash
pear lash of the frontier for the more refined alkali the
asheries was made
pearlash
pearlash produced in the more advanced asherites
more refined pearlish
from potash baked in a reverberatory oven producing a white granular
substance 78 at times this more refined pearlish
pearlash
pear lash commanded a higher market price than potash see graph 1i As indicated above it is possible that
whitney had a reverberatory oven as part of his ashery complex 79
pearlash
pear lash was apparently made in the settlers
the less refined frontier pearlish
own cast iron vessels by cooking and heavily stirring their homemade salts
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at temperatures below the red heat fusion point 80 the scorched material
could then be dissolved in water have its impurities skimmed off and
re boiled down to a more purified form 81 the result was a granular yellow
lash without doubt this substance was of an inferior quality to
pearlash
pear
gray pearlish
lash produced in the asherites
ash eries with an oven but the
asheries
pearlash
the potash and pearlish
pear
crude material evidently secured a price suitable enough to encourage
the merchants soliciting what these merchants were seeking when advertising for domestically produced potash is not clear it is possible however that some ordinary folk
owned potash kettles of their
1

own or risked their smaller
thin walled kettles in which
they produced a shoddy yet
marketable form of potash
in kirtland potash kettles
most likely were obtained from
one of the few major iron
works in geauga
geaugh county in
1825 a local newspaper announced the discovery of an
extensive deposit of iron ore
found in the vicinity of
gainesville
painesville
Paines ville townsh
townish ip 82 the
township
year following three major
iron works were listed in the
same paper the geauga
geaugh iron
gainesville
company in painesville
Paines ville the
rail
road furnace in perry
railroad
and the concord iron works in
concord 83 although only one
of the three specifically advertised the manufacture of
potash kettles it is likely that
all supplied the market with
their own castings in later
years other iron works were
established in the county sup
plementing
plem enting the supply of cast
84 available
ware84
iron hollow ware
to
the settlers fig 12
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transportation the fourth and final element of a truly successful
frontier ashery was access to affordable means of transporting potash to
the various markets this access perhaps was the principal reason that a
lists established asherites
mercantilists
ash
eries they were
asheries
great number of frontier mercanti
already involved in the networks of transportation
potash produced in kirtland would have been shipped both locally
and to the eastern seaboard the need for alkali within geauga
geaugh county
itself would have been great enough to warrant the shipment of kirtland
potash to some of the local glass works and carding mills potash transported by wagons would have satisfied these demands however the
demand for potash on the east coast in the early nineteenth century was
much greater than that of the local economies not only were the new
england glass and textile industries beginning to grow but brokers purchasing goods to be shipped to england were also snatching up potash for
the booming cotton and wool industries there canada s eastern ports were
likewise centers of great potash exportation
no doubt kirtland was founded in part due to its convenient access to
the major waterways of the northeast from kirtland it was a relatively
short wagon ride to fairport harbor a major port of lake erie at that time
from there potash and other goods could be shipped to buffalo before the
completion of the erie canal in 1825 the commodities would then have
had to travel by wagon to albany where they could make their way to new
york via the hudson river or to other eastern ports by way of land travel
another option was to head northward towards lake ontario where the
goods could reach the port of quebec via the st lawrence river
obviously when the erie canal connected buffalo to albany the shipping scene changed dramatically now kirtland goods could reach the
markets of new york almost entirely by boat a much quicker and cheaper
means of transportation fig 13 A year after the canal was finished the
gainesville
painesville
Painesville telegraph noted the improvements in transportation costs in
1819 the transportation of goods from the city of new york to this place
was four dollars twentyfive
twenty five cents per hundred now we pay one dollar and
1185
85
thirty seven cents per hundred a distance of six hundred miles 3185
of
course there were other canals besides the erie that contributed to these
advantages as well by october 1833 kirtland businesses had access to
southern markets via the ohio and erie canal 86 which connected cleveland to the ohio river at portsmouth
merchants soon realized however that not all industries profited
equally from the improved travel route increased access to the markets of
the eastern seaboard meant increased competition as well perhaps it was
this competition that caused a local newspaper to note in 1829 that a small
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in 1825 the erie canal became the primary route from
kirtland to the east coast markets
FIG

13

decline has taken place in pot and pearl ashes since the opening of river
1187
87
pearlish
navigation 1387
graph i illustrates the trend in potash and pearlash
pear lash prices at
the time this statement was made
it was not only the erie canal that induced the decline but the extensions of railroads also in 1835 it was advertised that two new railroads
gainesville
Paines ville to richmond and fairport 88 such
would soon connect painesville
improvements in transportation made it profitable to ship goods that were
previously too expensive to cart over land and many people began to utilize their resources in different ways such was the situation with wood
which received a higher price as lumber than it did for ashes the result is
obvious the potash industry began to dwindle yet even as late as 1840
potash was one of the two major manufactures in lake county ohio that
year alone 153 tons of the alkali was produced 89 no doubt the ashery in
kirtland contributed to this total

significance to the church
in spite of the challenges posed by the improvements in transportation the kirtland flats ashery continued to operate for several more years
in fact the i83os
1830s were a significant time in the history of the kirtland ashery during this time the ashery became uniquely involved with the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints
newel K and elizabeth ann whitney heard about the church when
the first latter day saint missionaries came to ohio in 1830 only months
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after the church was organized these missionaries preached in the vicinity of kirtland and baptized many newel and elizabeth were among the
first converts receiving baptism in winter 1830 A few months later in february 1831 the prophet joseph smith and his wife emma arrived in the
small town in a short time kirtland became the administrative headquarters of the church and remained so until 1838
one of the first revelations received by the prophet in kirtland outlined the lord s plan for the economic organization of the church and was
later known as the law of consecration essentially the law required that
each church member consecrate or deed all of his or her property to the
bishop of the church who then would grant an inheritance or stewardship to every family from the properties received according to the wants
and needs of each particular family 990 the stewardships
steward ships could be anything
from a farm to a building lot whatever it was the family was expected to
consecrate annually their surplus production to the storehouse of the
bishop this surplus in turn was used to assist those who for whatever reason were unable to sufficiently provide for their own wants and needs 91
five days before the revelation containing the law of consecration was
given the lord indicated his will that edward partridge be ordained a
bishop unto the church dac
d&c 419 A short time later bishop partridge
was commanded to relocate his family to jackson county missouri where
he would keep the storehouse of the church and manage the affairs of
ofzion
zion
d&c 5824 25 As a result of bishop partridge s removal the lord called
dac
newel K whitney as second bishop of the church appointing him to
manage the storehouse and other affairs in kirtland dac
d&c 72
in april 1832 in an attempt to alleviate the temporal responsibilities of
the two bishops a central council
counch of five later seven men was created
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to supervise the business affairs of the church in both missouri and
ohio 92 bishop whitney was one of those chosen to comprise this council
immediately the central council established what was called the united
firm 93 this was a joint stewardship of the members of the council with
the responsibility of holding properties in trust assisting the poor and
supervising the establishment of merchandising stores in ohio and mis94
souri 1194
because of the potential of bishop whitney s ashery to help fulfill
these objectives the council adopted the business as one of the properties
to be owned in trust
the fact that a cash staple such as potash could be produced from the
simplest and most abundant resources of the frontier made the ashery an
ideal selection for the united firm with the annually consecrated
resources of church members in kirtland which presumably included
their hardwood ashes the ashery could produce the profitable potash
from the sale or trade of the potash manufactured in the kirtland flats
ashery the central council could provide for the needs of the poor within
the church moreover the profits would assist the council in their efforts
to establish stores where church members could procure essential goods
perhaps most importantly the assets earned from the ashery operation
could be used toward the church s efforts to establish the kingdom of god
on the earth including the construction of the kirtland temple all in all
the ashery was an ideal asset to the churche
churchs attempt to be unified and self
sufficient in their economic and religious pursuits
for various reasons but mostly because of hardships caused by the
persecution of saints in missouri the law of consecration was suspended
about two years after it was established the economic law would be re
implemented in numerous venues in the future but it was no longer practical under the circumstances the latter day saints faced in 1834 in the
same revelation suspending the law of consecration came the mandate to
dissolve the united firm each of the properties previously owned in trust
were assigned to individual agents the kirtland flats ashery was returned
to newel K whitney for his stewardship for a blessing upon him and his
seed after him for the benefit of the mercantile establishment of my order
which I1 have established for my stake in the land of kirtland dac
d&c
10440 As mentioned in the introduction to this study this constitutes the
only scriptural reference to the kirtland ashery

property ownership

the history of the kirtland flats ashery becomes

very vague after this
time apparently newel K whitney retained the ashery property until
95
february 1837 when he sold it to jacob bump for 440
400
400 two months later
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol41/iss1/7
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bump sold the property to jonathon holmes for the same amount 96 after
this point the property changed size and hands numerous times making it
difficult to construct a continuous chronology of property ownership 97
from a relatively obscure deed documenting the sale of a small piece of
land from isaac sherman to daniel bliss in february 1853 it is known that
sherman and his wife were operating an ashery at that time apparently the
Sher
ashery owned by the sherians
shermans
mans was located on the same piece of property
on which whitney had run his operation 98 an ashery appears at the same
site as whitney s ashery on a map of
ofkirtland
kirtland made in 1857 see fig i furthermore
ther more an ashery is repeatedly referenced in various property descriptions from 1864 to 1869 99
in november of 18701.77
1870177 acres of land was sold in the flats region for
the sum of five hundred dollars and the payment of a mortgage of three
hundred dollars 100 seven years later the same property was sold again for
125 in the deed for this last transaction the property is described as the
old ashery lot 101 therefore it seems reasonable to conclude that by 1877
the kirtland flats ashery had finally ceased to exist considering the signific
nificant
ant decline of the potash industry throughout the first half of the
life span of the kirtland complex was remarknineteenth century the lifespan
able indeed

conclusion
i82os
although the kirtland flats ashery was not built until the early 1820s
it was part of an ongoing legacy of potash production in north america
that began with some of the first europeans to establish themselves on the
continent in this sense the ashery is symbolic of the innovation and hard
work of those who settled the north american frontier it also represents
the efforts of one young man who had the courage and vision to seek a
profitable living in the small village of kirtland perhaps most importantly
it symbolizes the faith and devotion of a religious community in their
attempt to establish an economic order that would enable them to be self
sufficient and unified in their efforts to build the kingdom of god

benjamin C pykles pyklessasupennedu is a phd candidate in anthropology
at the university of pennsylvania he received a BA in anthropology at brigham
young university he wishes to thank the staff at the museum of church history and
art salt lake city for their assistance with this article 1I am particularly indebted to
mark staker who always provided important historical details concerning the ashery
and donald enders steven olsen and T michael smith who were a constant source of
insight and enthusiastic encouragement this article is intended to be a prelude to their
more comprehensive historical work on the latter day saints in kirtland
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church to restore historic landmarks in kirtland ensign 30 july 2000 78
2 in early editions of the doctrine and covenants the ashery was given the code
name the shule dac
d&c 10439 some names of people and places mentioned in the
doctrine and covenants were in the earliest editions referred to by code names to proi

1

tect their identity in the earliest editions only the code name was given but subsequent
editions gave the real name along with the code name since 1981 code names have not
been given see the introduction to doctrine and covenants 78 in recent editions
3 the standard work on the history of the latter day saints in kirtland is milton V
backman jr the heavens resound A history of the latter day saints in ohio 18301838
1830 1838
salt lake city deseret book 1983 backman s work however will undoubtedly be
enhanced by the great amount of historical data amassed by staff at the museum of
church history and art in salt lake city as part of the kirtland restoration project
4 historically the alkali was sometimes spelled pot ash
potash from wood ashes frontier technology in canada and
5 harry miller
the united states technology and culture 21 no 2 1980
1980 198 n 23
6 for a brief explanation of how potash and its derivatives were used in each of
these commodities see dorothy S brady relative prices in the nineteenth century
journal of economic history 24 june 1964 166 67
7 theodore J kreps vicissitudes of the american potash industry journal of
economic and business history 3 1930 31 630
8 kreps american potash industry 632 C A browne historical notes upon
the domestic potash industry in early colonial and later times journal of chemical
education 3 no 7 1926 749
9 for a detailed summary of the first government sponsored attempts see
111
lil american potash manufacture before the american revoluill
william I1 roberts III
tion proceedings of the american philosophical society 116 no 5 1972 383 95
10
io kreps american potash industry 633
potash from wood ashes 199 n 25
11 see miller
12 roberts
american potash manufacture 389 the manufacturer was charles
dick who was in charge of a potash production facility in fredericksburg virginia
undoubtedly part of dick s frustration stemmed from inadequate local wood resources
american potash manufacture 390
13 roberts
14 roberts american potash manufacture 392
american potash manufacture 392 see also laurence A johnson
15 roberts
over the counter and on the shelf country storekeeping in america 1620 1920 ed
marcia ray new york bonanza books 1961 13
16 further advancements in the industrial revolution provide an explanation of
this unique growth the need for vegetable based alkalis for the british cotton and soap
industries was greater than it had ever been the country s lack of native wood
resources forced manufacturers to seek for alternative sources of alkali two variants in
particular were utilized to supplement the importation of both american and eurasian
produced potash kelp native to the shores of britain and whose ashes contain high
levels of salt was used to produce a type of alkali for a treatise on the history of kelp
see archibald clow and nan L clow the natural and economic history of kelp
fla an
barilla
barl
annals of science 5 july 1947 297 316 for similar reasons spain exported bari
alkali made from the ashes of their coastal vegetation together kelp and barilla constituted a significant supply of Brit
britaina
britains
ains alkalis nevertheless as suggested in table i
after the revolutionary war the demand for american potash quickly surpassed that
for alternative sources including the potash produced in eastern europe and russia
historical notes 753
17 browne
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david W maxey samuel hopkins the holder of the first US patent A study
of failure pennsylvania magazine of history and biography 122 1998 3 37 david W
maxey inventing history the holder of the first US patent journal of the patent
and trademark office society so
80 1998 155 70 henry M paynter the first US
patent american heritage of invention and technology fall 1990 18 22
19 among the ashery men who suffered greatly as a result of the embargo was
the father of future church leader heber C kimball then residing in vermont heber
wrote about the time of the embargo before the last war with england my father lost
his property as it was invested in salts potash and pearlash
pearlish
pear lash the embargo having shut
down the gate of commerce between the united states and england left his property in
his hands without much value As quoted in orson F whitney life of heber C kim
2d ed salt lake city
ball an apostle the father and founder of the british mission ad
stevens and wallis 1945 4
20 browne historical notes 755 56
21 nicolas leblanc was granted a patent in 1791 for a method of producing soda
from ordinary salt see T S patterson nicolas leblanc and the founding of the
soda industry chemistry and industry 62 may 1943 174 77
22 miller potash from wood ashes 199 see further at that location miller
potash from wood ashes 199 n 25 for a description of important nineteenth
century potassium compounds for industry pharmacy etc
23 miller potash from wood ashes 197 98 further footnote 22 at that location states that kelp and barilla made from ashes of vegetation grown in or near salt
water had resulting high sodium alkali concentrations ie soda those commodities
whereas pot ashes
faced the earliest competition from the new synthetic alkali
which were all made by burning inland vegetation were predominantly potassium
base salts
24 T C barker and others the origins of the synthetic alkali industry in
Eco nomica 23 may 1956 166
economica
britain economical
10
25 miller potash from wood ashes 194 n io
26 brady relative prices 167
27 kreps american potash industry 646 47
28 kreps american potash industry 630
geaugh county until 1840 when lake county was created
29 kirtland was in geauga
kirtland is now in lake county
30 anne B prusha A history of kirtland ohio mentor ohio lakeland community college press 1982 4 16
1632
32
shortly after entering my
31 whitney s wife elizabeth ann later reported
twenty first year 1I became acquainted with a young man from vermont newel K
whitney who like myself had left home and relatives and was determined to carve out
dorn new york tulla fortune for himself edward W Tuf
Mormondom
Mormon
tullidge
lidge women of
ofmormondom
idge and crandall 1877 34
geaugh county ohio 8427 28 microfilm family
32 deed records 1818 22 geauga
history library the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city the
deed states that newell K whitney paid twenty six dollars for his sixty five hun
dredths of an acre and that he received the premises as a good indefeasible estate in fee
1822 A copy
simple the deed was recorded in geauga
181822
geaugh county records on october 18
of the deed is available from the author upon request
geaugh county ohio 8429 the deed states that
33 deed records 1818 22 geauga
newell K whitney paid peter french ten dollars for the privilege of conveying said
for the period of nine hundred
water on a direct line to any part of the lot of ground
18
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geauga county records on
and ninety nine years this deed was also recorded in geaugh
october 181822 A copy of the deed is available from the author upon request
34 orson hyde history of brigham young millennial star 26 november
1864

743

edward hazen the panorama of professions and trades or every mans book
philadelphia uriah hunt 1839 20
36 brady notes that the prices of wood ash were apparently between ten and
fifteen cents per bushel throughout the first half of the century brady relative
prices 167
gainesville
Paines ville telegraph 18251828 35
37 data taken from advertisements in the painesville
38 A reverberatory oven was used to bake the alkalis resulting in the more refined
form ofpearlash
39 additional data regarding the appearance of the ashery will no doubt be
revealed upon completion of the archaeological investigations undertaken by the
museum of church history and art
40 hazen panorama of Professions and trades 20
41 jean rivard defricheur
dfricheur jean rivard settler 1877 83 as cited in dominique
marie doyon la fabrication de la potasse
sp6cialement
potassa au canada et specialement
specia lement Aa saint
francois de beauce les archives de folklore quebec presses de luniversit6
funiversite laval
1949 27 41 translated into english by the translation department of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city copy in research files of the museum
of church history and art salt lake city for a similar description this process see
hazen panorama of Professions and trades 19 20
42 hendrik booraem V the road to respectability james A garfield and his
world 1844
52 lewisburg perm bucknell university press 1988 16
184452
po
tasse 34
potasse
43 doyon la fabrication de la potassa
american enofamerican
44 william A craigie and james R hulbert eds A dictionary of
glish 4 vols chicago university of chicago press 1938 185 sv ashman
ash man
45 hadden scrapbook 27 microfilm family history library 1 I thank mark
staker for providing this reference
A comparative look at the price ofashes
of ashes during the latter day saint occupation of
kirtland is found in a ledger from turin new york that spans from 1825 to 1841 it
06 .06
records wood ashes being purchased for og
06 to 12 .12
12 a bushel johnson over the
counter 13
46 johnson over the counter 13
Marshall town
47 christopher G crary pioneer and personal reminiscences marshalltown
iowa marshall printing 1893 49 1 I1 thank mark staker for providing this reference
crary does not give a date for this occurrence but if read in context it appears to have
taken place during the early i83os
1830s
of america past new york wilfred funk 1958
48 eric sloane the seasons ofamerica
35

105 6

49 A few accounts describe ash hoppers being made from strips of elm bark
IC
1c 209
harry miller canada s historic first iron castings information circular ac
ottawa department ofenergy
of energy mines and resources mines branch december 1968
70 n 12 it is assumed that the use of elm bark was the exception and that hoppers con-

ted from boards were more commonly used
structed
struc
50 johnson over the counter 13
51 george francis dow every day life in the massachusetts bay colony new
york benjamin blom 1967 97
of america past 106
52 miller potash from wood ashes 187 sloane seasons ofamerica
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some accounts relate that boiling
boding water was used in the leaching process it
seems that this was merely a matter of personal preference see hazen panorama of
professions and trades 20
54 agnes adele kinsbury as quoted in johnson over the counter 62
po
tasse 40
potasse
la fabrication de la potassa
55 doyon
tasse 37
po
potasse
56 doyon la fabrication de la potassa
arts and sciences or farmers and merchants manual
of
57 M parker the arcana ofarts
obarts
washington penn J grayson 1824 reference obtained from the research files of
dean zimmerman
58 deed records 1851 55 lake county ohio vol J 422 microfilm family history library
59 deed records 1851 55 lake county ohio vol J 422
60 craigie and hulbert dictionary of
american english 31859 sv pump log
109
ofamerican
61 miner
miller potash from wood ashes 189
miller potash from wood ashes 191 fig 3 flared lip kettles were also
62 miner
used but apparently more so in canada than in the united states miller
miner potash from
wood ashes nn 77 and 78
63 alan taylor william coopers town power and persuasion on the frontier of
the early american republic new york alfred A knopf 1995134
1995 134
gainesville
Paines ville telegraph on august 16
64 an announcement for a sheriff sale in the painesville
1833 mentions an ashery in thompson ohio that had two POTASH KETTLES
standing in an arch apparently a larger ashery complex could have as many kettles as
they saw fit unfortunately it is unknown how many kettles newel K whitney had at
the kirtland flats ashery
miller canadas historic first iron castings 18 19 doyon la fabrication
65 miner
de la po
tasse 39
potasse
potassa
66 letter of joseph locke march 19 1771 to oliver wendel wendel family
papers massachusetts historical society quoted in roberts american potash manufacture 392
67 hazen panorama of professions and trades 20
gainesville
1828 december 12
1828 july 281829 november 17
Paines ville telegraph april 44.1828
68 painesville
121828
41828
1835 and september 4 1835
1835
1800 june 771832
1830
1829 may 11
1832 october 24
1834 july 31
111830
311835
241834
gainesville
1828 4
Paines ville telegraph april 441828
69 painesville
po
tasse 39
potasse
70 doyon la fabrication de la potassa
po
tasse 39 miller canadas historic first iron
potasse
la fabrication de la potassa
71 doyon
castings 19
72 when molten iron is poured into a mold of some kind the poorest quality
metal being lighter than the rest rises to the top of the mold before the i83os
183os american foundries could offer only vessels cast in the bottom up posture this meant that
the poorest quality iron ended up being in the bottom of the kettles or the highest part
of the mold the result was metallurgically weak kettles that often broke during the
cooking phase of potash manufacture it was not until after the i83os
1830s that molds using
the bottom down posture began to be used in north america A kettle cast in this
fashion had the weakest metal in its flared lip and the soundest metal at its base makpotash from wood ashes
n t vessel overall miller
resistant
ing it a more stress resista
resists
53

200 202

miner
miller argues that the improved technology came after the northeastern united
ash eries were the only
asherites
states potash industry had become obsolete and that canadian asheries
ones to benefit from the enhanced flared lip kettles miller
millet potash from wood
ashes 194 96 the evidence he uses to support this statement is weak being based on
73
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his limited search for existing kettles in the new england region it seems possible that
the demand for such vessels could have been greater in canada than in the US but to
suggest that they did not exist at all is unreasonable even a town such as kirtland
would have had access to kettles produced with the new technology either directly
from england where the improved technology was first used or from a local foundry
using the same techniques however there is no evidence that indicates the kirtland
flats ashery ever had such a kettle
74 the canadian government regulated the weight of potash barrels ensuring
050
560
they weigh approximately five hundred weight 060
560 pounds miller canadas his
toric first iron castings 19
ig
tasse 40
potasse
po
75 doyon la fabrication de la potassa
76 that the early latter day saints and their contemporaries were aware of the
potential harmful effects of potash and its derivatives is evident in an account of a tar
and feathering incident that took place in jackson county missouri told in joseph
smith history of joseph smith times and seasons 6 march 15
1845 832 speaking
151845
of bishop edward partridge a victim of the mob the author writes there he was
in the midst of his family with a few friends endeavoring to scrape off the tar which
from eating his flesh seemed to have been prepared with lime pearl ash acid or some
other flesh eating commodity
tasse 40
potasse
po
77 doyon la fabrication de la potassa
78 hazen panorama of professions and trades 20
79 archaeological investigations at the ashery site when completed may be able
to shed further light on this issue
80 miller canadas historic first iron castings 66 n 2 miller potash from
wood ashes 198 n 23
81 for a similar description of this process see chambers s encyclopedia A dictioknowledge por
10 vols london W and R chamnary of universal knowledgefor
for the people rev ed io
bers 1878 7710 sv potash and pearl ash
gainesville
painesville
gainesville
Paines ville telegraph february 26 1825 3 painesville
82 glass factory
Paines ville
Kirt lands largest neighboring town
approximately ten miles northeast of kirtland was kirtlands
and closest commercial center
gainesville
Paines ville telegraph june 30
1826 3
83 painesville
0018263
3018263
84 hollow ware was the term applied to bowl shaped dishes made of metal
caul drons hollow ware
pottery or glass in the nineteenth century including cast iron cauldrons
ranged in size from the smallest cooking pot to the massive potash kettles
gainesville
1826 3
Paines ville telegraph july 28
281826
85 course of trade painesville
86 the ohio and erie canal was historically also referred to as the grand canal
john kilbourne the ohio gazetteer columbus john kilbourn 1826 25
gainesville
Painesville telegraph may 5518293
1829 3
87 new york market painesville
gainesville
88 painesville
Paines ville telegraph april 3 1835 3 it is assumed that both fairport and
richmond were cities in ohio one was likely fairport harbor on the shores of lake
erie richmond is probably what today is known as richmond heights which has been
subsumed by the city of cleveland
89 robert L layton kirtland A perspective on time and place BYU studies 11
no 4 1971 434
go
90 leonard J arrington feramorz Y fox and dean L may building the city of
god community and cooperation among the mormons
cormons
Mor mons zd ed urbana university
of illinois press 1992
15 for the exact wording of the revelation in which the program
199215
is outlined see doctrine and covenants 4230 35
91 arrington fox and may building the city of god 16
11
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arrington fox and may building the city of god 31
93 the united firm was later known as the united order
94 arrington fox and may building the city of god 31
geaugh county ohio 23446 microfilm family his95 deed records 1836 37 geauga
tory library
geaugh county ohio 254 5
96 deed records 1836 37 geauga
97 the author has compiled a possible chronology of what is thought to be the
kirtland flats ashery property available upon request additional historical research is
currently being done by staff at the museum of church history and art
voi J 422
98 deed records 1851 55 lake county ohio vol
99 deed records 1864 65 lake county ohio vol U 562 deed records
1865 67 lake county ohio vol W 393 394 605 deed records 1868 72 lake
county ohio 1562 563 deed records 1867 72 lake county ohio vol Z 201 deed
records 1868 72 lake county ohio 2493 all microfilm family history library
100
loo deed records 1868 72 lake county ohio 2493
101
iol deed records 1876 79 lake county ohio 7532
loi
92
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